Precision 1H-1H distance measurement via 13C NMR signals: utilization of 1H-1H double-quantum dipolar interactions recoupled under magic angle spinning conditions.
We applied the POST-C7 DQ-dipolar recoupling pulse sequence to the measurement of (1)H-(1)H distances with high precision. The spectral resolution is enhanced by detecting the (1)H magnetization via (13)C signals. A least-squares fitting of the build-up curve of the transferred magnetization to the exact numerical simulations yielded a (1)H(alpha)-(1)H(beta) distance of 248 +/- 4 pm for fully (13)C-labeled L-valine. This distance agrees with the neutron diffraction study. The negative transferred magnetization clearly indicates that the direct DQ (1)H-(1)H dipolar couplings have the largest effect. The signal for the magnetization transfer builds up rapidly by the direct (1)H-(1)H dipolar coupling, and decreases to zero at longer mixing time when the relayed magnetization transfer becomes significant. This large intensity change of the signal leads to the high precision in the distance measurement. We inspected factors that limit the effective bandwidth of the POST-C7 recoupling for the (1)H and (13)C homonuclear spin systems. The spin interactions at times shorter than the cycle time of the C7 sequence were also evaluated to measure the distances. The carbon-detected 2D (1)H DQ mixing experiment was demonstrated for the measurement of multiple (1)H-(1)H distances.